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www.RyanGrippi.com 

Education 
NYU Tisch School of the Arts (current)       MPS Interactive Telecommunications Program 
NYU Tisch School of the Arts Class of 2015    BFA Film and Television  Minor: Producing 
 

Industry experience 
Technician IV New York University Film & Television Department 

Instruct students and faculty on operating film equipment; conduct individual and group 

training workshops; demonstrate use of equipment; respond to inquiries. Serve as a 

resource to junior technical support staff in the maintenance and repair of film 

equipment. Operate a wide variety of production gear including specialized equipment 

requiring significant training. 

       “What do you want to learn about today?” 
 

Executive Assistant Pipeline Entertainment - Production / Management company 

Schedule meetings, deposit checks, answer phones, working in a high pressure environment.  

 “Tell them I’m in a meeting.” 

 

Production Intern       Pentimento Productions - Untitled Steven Spielberg Documentary 
Assist in organizing interview transcripts for director and editors to review. Required 

strong attention to detail.   “Does anyone want coffee?” 
 

Sales Associate      7-Eleven - My family’s franchisee  

Strong customer service skills, cash management, and working in a fast-paced environment. 

   “Have a nice day. Don’t steal that.” 

 

Selected Film Production Credits: 
Humans of Pride (Feature Documentary) Producer  

Upcoming documentary about the state of the LGBTQ+ community today set around the largest 

Pride Ever: World Pride 2019 at the 50th anniversary of the Stonewall riots. 

 

Never Look Back (NYU Short) Director/Producer  

Set in punk NYC the bi-sexual playboy son of Cupid must travel to hell to save his lost 

love. 

 

Roach (Independent Short)  Producer  

In the aftermath of his best friend’s death, Milan struggles with a guilt that turns him 

into the cockroach he’s meant to be. 

 

TBS PROMO for FF w/ Samantha Bee (Commercial) Production Assistant  

Samantha Bee drops into Mos Eisley’s tavern from Star Wars to talk about her show. 

 

Software / Special skills 
Premiere, After Effects, Illustrator, Cinema4D, Davinci Resolve, Microsoft Office, 

Automator, Photoshop, MadMapper and Modul8, Trapcode Particular, Pro Tools, Laser/Digital 

Fabrication, Izotope RX9, Optitrack Motive 

 
Awards: 
NYU George Sadowksy Award 2019 - Presidential Service Award for exhibiting exemplary 
innovation in using the internet for community service. 


